The nature of the isomerization process that turns vinylidene into acetylene has been awaiting advances in experimental methods, to better define fractionation widths beyond those available in the seminal 1989 photoelectron spectrum measurement.
b This has proven a challenge. The technique of velocity-map imaging (VMI) is one avenue of approach. Images of electrons photodetached from vinylidene negative-ions, at various wavelengths, 1064 nm shown, provide more detail, including unassigned structure, but only an incremental improvement in the instrument line width. Intriguingly, the VMIs demonstrate a mode dependent variation in the electron anisotropy. Most notable in the figure, the inner-ring transition clusters are discontinuously, more isotropic. Electron anisotropy may provide an alternative key to examine the character of vinylidene transitions, mediating the necessity for an extreme resolution measurement. Vibrational dependent anisotropy has previously been observed in diatomic photoelectron spectra, associated with the coupling of electronic and nuclear motions. 
